1. **Objectifs et contenu du cours**:

   This course examines the evolution of English from 1066 until the present day. Students will learn how different source languages collided to form modern English, currently spoken by over a billion people worldwide. A selection of works by Chaucer, Tyndale, Shakespeare, Austen, Dickens, Twain, Shaw, Gandhi, Bennett, Paterson, and others will be studied to help show the progression of English over time. Students will also explore how English developed in countries around the globe, including how French shaped English here in Quebec.

2. **Liste des textes à l’étude**:

   - Coursepack: ANG 2020 - English Languages since 1066
   - Selection of readings on StudiUM

3. **Modalités d’évaluation prévues**:

   - In-class work and homework: 10%
   - Midterm exam (in-class assessment): 20%
   - Oral presentation and accompanying paper (includes one group meeting with instructor): 30%
   - Final essay (includes one individual meeting with instructor and four essay preparation assignments): 40%